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Charcot Marie Tooth disease (CMT) is an umbrella term that covers many inherited 
peripheral neuropathies. People with CMT have a problem with the nerves that go 
to the feet and hands, this causes muscle and sensation loss, as well as difficulty with 
balance. There are at least seventy eight genes that, when mutated, cause CMT.
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FROM THE EDITOR
Hello Everyone!

I trust that this edition finds you all well! Everybody 
back at CMT Towers is really looking forward to 
catching up with you all again at the conference. 
There will be an auction at the dinner to raise 
funds for the charity so if you (or your company) 
can donate a prize please contact Karen. So far 

we have quite a few ‘arty’ prizes, including a beautiful painting by our 
own Rick Toole and some lovely quilted items. There is also a week in 
Alex Williamsons holiday home in Alnwick, and a Manchester United 
shirt signed by a player, kindly donated by the club. Rick’s painting will 
be subject to a ‘Dutch’ auction, whilst the other prizes can be won by 
means of a silent auction.

Included in the magazine is an article about the Access card. No, not the 
long departed credit card but a card that is gaining popularity amongst the 
less abled community. The card provides a quick way to let venues know 
that you have some kind of problem, perhaps with queuing, standing for 
long periods and the like. It is being recognised by more and more venues 
and is excellent value. I applied for mine and it was back within a couple 
of days. You just need to provide some basic information about yourself 
and then something from the medical profession to prove that you qualify 
for the card. I intend to put mine to good use at the O2 Arena in London 
so will report back and let you know about the experience. 

Once again, it’s a great hats off to the fundraisers. Your efforts never go 
unnoticed and the whole CMT community are extremely grateful for 
what you do. We have been selected as the chosen charity by a couple 
of business organisations and this is a great way to raise funds. If your 
company has such a scheme, we can help you to build a case to choose 
CMT UK as their chosen charity partner.

One thing that I slapped my own wrists for was omitting an article that 
Diana Turner sent through to me. Diana is the outgoing Kent Group 
Co-Ordinator and has been at the helm for the last 12 years. She wants 
to hand things over to another volunteer so if you are interested please 
contact Karen and she will take over from there. Diana would like to 
thank all of those who have helped with events, it wouldn’t have been 
half as much fun if you hadn’t shared your CMT life with her! We would 
also like to thank Diana for her sterling efforts.

Finally, I am still putting together an article about surgery & CMT so if 
you would like to contribute please send any material and / or suitable 
pictures to me on andrew@cmtuk.org.uk.

See you at the conference!

Andrew.

ComMenT is the magazine of CMT United Kingdom. We are always interested in your views and welcome potential contributions for future 
editions. We reserve the right to edit material. The views expressed in the magazine are not necessarily those of CMT United Kingdom.

ComMenT needs you!   
Please send your letters, group news, feature ideas and inspiring stories to andrew@cmtuk.org.uk
Deadline date for Summer 2016 Edition of ComMenT will be 1st June 2016

To contact CMT United Kingdom HQ:3 Groveley Road  | Christchurch | BH23 3HB 

Phone: 0800 6526316 | Email: cmt.office@cmt.org.uk 
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Richard and I have decided to alternate the “From 
the Charity” column, since we tend to duplicate 
ourselves anyhow, so this time it’s my turn.
Richard mentioned in the last magazine that by 
the time you would be reading that edition, we 
would be in our new home in Christchurch.  It was 
a horribly stressful time moving – why do things 
never go according to plan?  Two days before the 
move, when the broadband and phone lines were 
being activated, we suddenly found out that we’d 
been allocated the previous tenant’s telephone 
number, and he was getting our calls!  So, that 
necessitated cancelling the broadband with 
PlusNet, and then they messed up and we were 
almost three weeks without internet access!  And 
that was the least of the problems…
It has been expensive converting this building 
to the bright, warm and comfortable office we 
have now, but although we’ve taken over the 
whole building, we don’t actually need upstairs 
so hopefully we’re going to sublet it.  Once that 
happens, the rent we receive will offset the 

monies we’ve spent on the conversions.  Or that’s 
the theory, anyhow!  
So here is a photo-tour of the new place.  It’s 
not in the prettiest of locations, tucked behind 
another business, but it works for us, and that’s 
the main thing.

 
Here is the front – 
we’ve yet to have 
our shop-front 
sign put up (still 
on the “to do” 
list).  If there is 
any problem with 
the place, it’s that 
there is only just 
space for two cars 
at the front of the 

building, but the friendly plumber’s merchants 
next door allow us to part extra cars in their 
carpark!

From the 
Office

wedding photography nottingham

http://www.elwoodphotography.co.uk
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The stairs aren’t 
CMT-friendly at all 
– the idea, in the 
future, when we’ve 
grown enough to 
need to evict our 
upstairs tenant and 
expand upstairs, will 
be to get a grant to 

put a “through floor” 
lift in.  I can just about 
get up the stairs but 
they aren’t easy!

The bit that we’re currently occupying is totally 
self-contained from the hallway, and contains our 
little kitchenette (essential for cups of tea and 
bacon sandwiches) and our wheelchair-friendly 
toilet.  As you can see, we’ve got plenty of space 
for us all, and indeed, we’re intending to have a 
trustee meeting down here in June, which will 
save some money – there’s plenty of space for 
everyone, and for those from further afield who 
will have to stay over, there’s a Premier Inn about 
a mile up the road.

Here’s Lisa Yeates, 
working hard at 
her desk – Lisa 
does all our 
accounts/book-
keeping and from 
April will also do 
payroll.  

Here is Yvonne at 
her workstation. 
Kim & Yvonne 
have been working 
together rather 
than one working 
in the morning 
and the other in 
the afternoon. It 
seems to work 
better that way! 

Yvonne apologies 
for not looking 
well, but when 
this was taken she 
was just back from 
nearly a week off 
with flu!
And here’s me at 
my (messy) desk!   

And looking back 
down the other 

way, towards 
the kitchen.  
We also 
have a large 
storeroom, but 
you don’t want 
to see that, it’s 
a mess!
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So that’s us!  If you are ever in Christchurch, do 
come and visit – and that applies if you ever have an 
appointment at Dorset Orthopaedic for SAFOs – we’re 
only 6 miles down the road.

Onto other business – our November Trustee meeting 
was a little different this time – we invited a small 
(but select!) number of our medical advisers to the 
meeting, to discuss the whys and wherefores of 
setting up a Research Advisory Board.  This Board 
will direct where our research monies are used in 
the future – perhaps on surveys about the state of 
orthotic provision, or early testing of children, or 
other pieces of information where the answers are 
still a mystery (but that YOU know the answer!)  They 
may also recommend funding a specific piece of 
research which is felt to be essential (which I can then 
try to get more funding for from Trusts and the like), 
or a piece of equipment, etc.  If we are ever lucky 
enough to accumulate larger sums, we will put out a 
call for projects to be funded, and if the need arises, 
we will then put those applications through Muscular 
Dystrophy UK’s excellent peer review process, to 
ensure that the funds you raise are used on the best 
possible science.  We are just in the process of inviting 
professionals to be part of this Board and once that’s 
done, we will also be seeking one member to join 
the Board as a “lay” member – more about that, 
next time, possibly.  So hopefully, you will start to see 
regular contributions from the Board in ComMenT.   
Trustee, Anton James, has been given the job of 
chairing this Board, so if you’d like to know more, 
email Anton on anton@cmtuk.org.uk.

It’s going to be a very busy year, this year – we 
have committed ourselves to three professional 
Conferences – the College of Occupational Therapists 
in Harrogate in June; Best Practice (mostly for GPs) at 
the NEC in Birmingham in October and the Chartered 

Society of Physiotherapists in Liverpool in November – 
plus two smaller events – MDUK’s Patient Information 
Day in Oxford in March and the “8th Big Health Check 
and Social Care Open Day” on 25th May 2016 at 
Oxstalls Sports Park, Plock Court, Tewkesbury Road, 
Gloucester, organised by Simon Shorrick, who some 
may remember was a Trustee a while back.  If anyone 
would like to come along to that, I’d be glad to see 
you there!

We also have a new Member Event planned for May – 
our first Health and Wellness Seminar in Bristol.  This 
is a very “mini” Mini Conference, funded by Awards 
for All England, for Members within a reasonable 
distance of Bristol, and facilitated by one of our 
members, Rebekah Lee, who is a physiotherapist.  
Becky also happens to have CMT.  So letters have 
gone to members within a reasonable distance to 
invite them to join us – the maximum number will 
be 40, and the day will consist of lectures by Becky, 
a dietician, a podiatrist and hopefully an OT, and lots 
of practical exercise sessions too.  This is the pilot 
event – the plan is, if this goes as well as we hope, to 
do at least two or three per year, moving all around 
the country, to give you ALL an opportunity to attend 
without travelling too far.  Now, that will mean LOTS 
more fundraising for me, as each event will cost 
around £4000, but watch this space.  Hopefully – and 
funding permitting -  these events will become a 
regular part of our calendar.

And please don’t forget about our Family Conference 
– this fun (and informative) event is being held on 
23rd/24th July and is part funded by Jeans for Genes.  
Bookings are open until 1st July and you can find out 
all the details by logging into the Members area of our 
website.  

And on that note, I think that’s everything!  It’s 11th 
March today, and I’m off to London in about two 
hours to attend a Leadership Symposium, hosted (and 
fully funded by) Genetic Disorders UK.  I went last 
year, and it was a really informative event.  This year’s 
is themed around youth and teens, by the look of the 
agenda, so I’m really looking forward to it. So I hope 
to see you at some of these events – and don’t forget, 
if you can afford to help us with the cost of anything 
(even a packet of envelopes!), we really do appreciate 
it.

Karen
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UK businesses encouraged to sign up to 

Access Card scheme for Disabled People

A nationwide scheme aimed at helping disabled 
people access venues, activities, shops and 
services more easily is moving into a new stage 
of development backed up by findings and 
recommendations in two national independent 
reports.
The Access Card scheme is nationally recognised as 
a fuss-free way to communicate the access needs of 
disabled people. It’s already been adopted across 
England and Scotland by venues such as the O2 
Arena, Nottingham’s Capital FM Arena, Sheffield 
Theatres, and festivals such as Download and 
Glastonbury.

Nimbus Disability started 
developing The Access 
Card in 2013 with a 
period of consultation and 
involvement with both 
providers and disabled 
people; going live with 
its first providers earlier 

in 2014. The Access Card scheme is similar to a 
reward scheme with the added information about 
the person’s access needs, shown by symbols on 
the card. This means businesses can easily see 
what individuals require at the point of service, 
streamlining the process for all involved. The 
ultimate aim of the card to shift the focus from 
people having to prove and explain their disability 

each time they want to buy tickets to events, to 
a more streamlined process which benefits both 
cardholder and venue in simple terms of recognising 
and implementing reasonable adjustments. The 
card costs £15 for three years and is paid for by the 
user.
Access Card holder Rob Davy-Cripwell says:
“Before the Access Card it was such a pain trying to 
get tickets for gigs and sports events and having to 
have a copy of my Disability Living Allowance award 
to hand. Now I can book tickets quickly and easily 
just by giving my card number to venues that are on 
board with the scheme, which makes it a much less 
stressful for me, and the venue too.”
A business guide published after the success 
of the London Paralympic Games highlighted 
the significant spending power of the disabled 
community and a potential new market for firms. 
There are over 11 million disabled people in 
the UK creating a substantial financial influence 
– commonly known as the ‘purple pound’. The 
scheme is now moving to encourage more 
businesses to be more proactive in welcoming 
disabled people by offering loyalty card style 
discounts. The National Ice Centre & Capital FM 
Arena in Nottingham have a standing commitment 
to disabled people; recognised by both the Attitude 
is Everything Gold Charter Mark and multiple 
CredAbility Awards. Already accepting the Access 
Card, they are committed to seeing the benefits for 
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disabled people reaching as far as possible.
Martin Ingham, Deputy Chief Executive said;
“We believe the Access card offers our customers 
the very best service in ensuring their individual 
needs can be met when attending events in our 
venue. Adding value through offers and discounts 
from local and national businesses only add value 
to what is already a great scheme. Anything that 
encourages greater take-up of the Access card is an 
exciting development towards our long term goal 
of having it as our primary booking tool for disabled 
customers.”
One report, the result of a recent independent 
inquiry that explored the additional costs faced 
by disabled people, the Extra Costs Commission, 
supported the idea of such a scheme offering deals 
as a way to encourage businesses to welcome the 
disabled community.

“Disabled 
people should 
come together 
as ‘bold 
and loud’ 
consumers” 

Robin Hindle Fisher; 
Extra Cost Commission chair and fund management 
industry veteran. Robin says:
“We are delighted that The Access Card is going 
from strength to strength. The Extra Costs 
Commission focussed on finding market-based 
initiatives that could alleviate the impact that extra 
costs have on the lives of disabled people.
In our final report we recommended the 
development of an affiliate scheme like this to 
attract targeted deals and discounts for disabled 
people, driving down the cost of products and 
services. There are 12 million disabled consumers 
in Britain, and their spending power is worth over 
£200bn, the so-called ‘‘purple pound’’. We have 
recommended that disabled people should be 
bolder and louder as consumers and that businesses 
should focus more on the opportunities to serve 
this significant market segment.”
The Access Card allows businesses to access the 
‘purple pound’ by bringing disabled people together 
in a collective market, with a clear incentive of 
winning return business from a large consumer 
base. Businesses can benefit – as well as disabled 
people – when they recognise the substantial value 
of the ‘purple pound’.”

The ‘X Card Survey’ Report, released by the 
Disability Action Alliance this week has gathered 
the views of many disabled people and their 
representatives about what a card scheme might 
include and how it might be structured. The findings 
echo the last 2 years of development Nimbus has 
invested in the Access Card scheme. The DAA will 
now be facilitating a network of providers with 
shared interests in developing a card scheme for 
disabled people. 
Martin Austin, founder of Nimbus Disability, said:
“With £212 billion of spending power annually, the 
disabled community and their collective friends and 
families are looking for places to spend their money. 
Businesses that welcome this group and make 
reasonable provision for them stand to gain a lot.”
Martin speaking about the spending power of 
disabled people at the House of Commons.
All businesses need to do is post their special offers 
or incentives on the Access Card website. It’s free to 
do and promotes the offers to all cardholders across 
the country.
Businesses can also get an enhanced listing by 
signing up to the linked scheme CredAbility which 
demonstrates their commitment to being a provider 
of choice for disabled people.
Martin adds:
“Here we have a large, loyal community of people 
with money in their pockets and influence over their 
friends and family. They will choose where to spend 
it wisely – at places they feel welcome and will be 
catered for. As a business, it’s a great opportunity to 
expand your customer base.”

For more information please contact Martin Austin, 
Managing Director on martin@nimbusdisability.
com. Phone 01332 404023, 01332 404040 or 07875 
416513

Extra Costs Commission, Interim technical report, 
March 2015. Over 90 per cent supported this idea. 
www.extracosts.org 

X Card Survey from Disability Action Alliance: 
http://disabilityactionalliance.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2015/07/Report-X-Card-Final.pdf 

Businesses can submit an offer free of charge at 
http://www.accesscard.org.uk/news/get-involved/

Businesses can find out how to integrate the card 
into their systems http://www.nimbusdisability.
com/quality-mark/the-access-card/ 
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Raising  Funds
Karen Underwood is undertaking a number of 
challenges in 2016 to raise funds for the charity.

CMT runs in her husband Simon’s family and 
although he hasn’t got it himself, several of his 
family members have including his mum, 80, and 
nephew, 29.  They have seen how their family 
have had to adapt to be able to do simple things 
that we all take for granted such as using cutlery, 
opening bottles, handling hot items, walking, and 
fastening buttons.  

They have also seen the results of Simon’s mum 
using the oven and not realising that her hand is 
not completely covered by the oven cloth, which 
has resulted in blisters which often take many 
weeks/months to heal and can lead to other 
complications, such as ongoing infections, let 
alone the constant fatigue and nerve pain that 
they manage on a daily basis. 

Simon has accompanied his nephew on many 
visits to see the neurological consultant in London 
for advice and looking at ways in which this young 
man can be helped with his condition.  Simon’s 
nephew has also been involved with a study to 
help them gain valuable knowledge about CMT.  
This has been a real eye opener for Simon and has 
given him a good insight into CMT and he now 
knows so much more about the condition.

In May Karen will be doing a 5k muddy run with a 
work colleague, then in June Simon and Karen will 
be climbing Ben Nevis. Simon has had issues with 
his knees/hips in the past so climbing Ben Nevis 
will be a real challenge for him but he is hoping it 
will be the first of many! In August, Karen is off on 
an Icelandic Trek.
  
As we know, CMT is not life threatening but it is 
life changing and we want to help raise awareness 
and funds to learn more about this condition and 
one day find a cure.  
 
Karen is also organising a fundraising day including 
a raffle at work later on this year so if anyone has 

anything they can donate that can be used as a 
raffle prize for their fundraising day please get in 
touch and we will pass your details onto her.
 
Please help Karen and Simon by donating through 
our link justgiving.com/karen-underwood3 or via 
text, KASI54 to 70070.
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At a time when charities have been hit hard 
by cutbacks and the economy, there is a cost 
effective way to donate to CMT. If you are 
currently employed, check whether your 
employer offers the CAF Give As You Earn 
scheme.

This long running scheme means that your 
donation goes even further as it is deducted 
from your salary pre-tax, meaning that any 
money that would have otherwise gone to the 
taxman would go to the charity. For example, 
if you are a 20% taxpayer wanting to donate 
£15 to charity it would only cost you £12. 
Likewise, as a 40% taxpayer you can get tax 
relief on your donations straight away, so to 
donate £15 to a charity, would only cost you 
£9.

The donations can be made to any registered 
charity but we’d like to think that CMT UK 
would be your first choice! Giving through 
GAYE ensures your support goes even further.

For further information check out the CAF 
website:-

https://www.cafonline.org/giving-as-a-
company/engaging-employees/caf-give-as-
you-earn

Give As You Earn  
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Time for A Break? 
John Pomroy contacted us to let us know about 
a static caravan that he owns on the Haven site 
in Caister-On-Sea in Norfolk, about 6 miles from 
Great Yarmouth. The caravan has 3 bedrooms 
and also a pull out bed in the main room so 
can sleep up to 8 people. Although the caravan 
has two steps to get into it, the Haven complex 
is totally accessible for wheel chairs and other 
disability aids.

This holiday home is situated in a quiet area of 
the park but only a 2-minute walk from the main 
facilities and 5 minutes from the swimming pool 
and beach. It has 3 Bedrooms (1 double room 
and 2 rooms with 2 single beds in each). There is 
a shower room with WC and also a separate WC.  
The kitchen is fitted with all required appliances 
and utensils, TV and video player.  The site has 
lots to do including a lovely live lounge which has 
daily activities and nightly entertainment, very 
good facilities to dine in or take away food; these 
can be viewed on the web site below. Passes 
would be required to use the swimming pool and 
the live lounge entertainment centre. These can 
be purchased on site.

John is offering a very generous discount to CMT 
UK members and their families when renting 
directly through him rather than through the site. 
Alongside offering members a 15% discount, John 
will also make a donation to CMT UK of 5% of the 
total cost for any booking made after seeing this 
article. The weekly price is between £400 & £550.

Shorter breaks are available and prices for these 
can be obtained from John. Please mention 
us if you do go ahead and book! For more 
information, please contact John directly on  
07926 582306 or jpomroy1@hotmail.com 
 http://www.haven.com/parks/norfolk/caister-
on-sea

                    
**15% discount on accommodation prices for 
any CMT UK member and family**
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Art  f rom 
the Hear t

As with most things today, there is a digital 
offering. Alongside radio, TV and books there is 
also digital art!

Southport based artist Derek Culley has moved to 
producing art on the iPad due to his worsening CMT. 
He finds it difficult to stand for long periods, and 
suffers with reduced mobility. A very physical artist, 
Derek still uses brushes but the iPad offers him 
more flexibility. Not to be deterred by his condition, 
Derek still produces fantastically vibrant art. 

Born in Dublin, he fell in love with art from an 
early age and started at the National College of 
Art and Design in the city but only lasted three 
weeks as he didn’t like his fellow artists! He went 
on to complete a Master’s degree in marketing 
at Brunel University, concentrating on the visual 
arts in Britain. Prior to this, Culley was a founder 
member and chairman of Celtic Vision alongside 
Scottish painter John Bellany and the South 
African abstractionist Denis Bowen, with whom he 
exhibited in 1986-87.

Recognised as far as China, self-taught Derek 
adopted colours like cannons of light that he 
vigorously applies to the painting’s surface, 
developing a signature style. This has led him to 

participate in numerous selected group and solo 
shows:
Selected Group shows:
The London Group tour 1987 /Modern Irish 
Painting, Dillon Gallery, 1995; Skopje Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Republic of Macedonia, 1996. 
/ FIS 2008/9 CUC Liverpool / Gallery Different –
London 2012/13/14 / Selected “What’s the Point!” 
London Curated Kate Enters / Selected “MAC” 
Belfast Curated Carrie Neely 2014. / Selected artist 
The Gallery Print Centre – Gallery Opening London 
2015 / Selected Finalist Brisbane Art Prize 2015.
Selected Solo shows include
“Five Years of Culley” The Royal Hospital 
Kilmainham (IMMA) Dublin Ireland,1989 / 
“Golgotha” Liverpool Anglican Cathedral-2011 
/ “Tamh Lacht” RUA/RED Gallery-Dublin 2011 / 
Golgotha Prayer Room IEC2012 Congress RDS-2012 
/ Editions Limited Liverpool Independent Biennial 
2014 /The ATKINSON “The Landing Gallery” 
opening – Southport 2016.

Awards:
Art Colony Galicnick residency: Macedonia 1994 
/ BIRD2005 International Art Award –China / The 
Cill Rialaig Project Ireland -residency 2008. Culley 
was the recipient of the Pollock Krasner Foundation 
Award in 2006-07, New York.
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For his digital offerings, Derek presents Brushes 
Odyssey, a collection of six animated drawings 
created using the iPad for his solo exhibition in the 
Landing Gallery at The Atkinson, Southport, 2016. 
The works appear as brightly coloured drawings. 
Representing Culley’s signature vibrant palette, the 
works illuminate the artist’s processual exploration 
of colour and form. In Fields of Hope, a barrage of 
marks comes into conflict with the weight of an 
immense sky, while Homage to Tesla No. 1 explores 
the potential of marks to create forms as colours 
moving from chaotic to ordered structures and 
back again. In Four Tribes, a homage to Ireland, 
the cumulative detail which goes into the gradually 
emerging medallions creates an electric energy. In 
Hidden Centric Force, colours appear as threads 
of light that collide in a kaleidoscopic traffic jam; 
Mamma Told Me Not to Come has a tense, elastic 
energy as its colours radiate and revolt, while an 
equally animated torrent of ticker-tape showers 
Murder On the Dance Floor entirely. The mood and 
movement of these artworks emphatically explore 
the conflicts and vibrancy inherent to sensations in 
and of themselves. 

Derek has also produced the wonderful ‘Last 
Supper’ as pictured here. This work considers the 
subject from a different angle. Derek features 
Christ in this work as represented by a foot which 
is completely painted (spiritually complete) 
whereas the 12 disciple’s feet display bare plaster 
of Paris toes at the end of a painted foot. Inspired 
by Michelangelo’s Slave series where figures are 
trapped trying to escape the stone they are carved 
from, Derek sees the disciple’s feet representing a 
truth they are trapped within and trying to reach 
out to the world.

The links over provide more information about 
Derek and his work. His latest exhibition is at The 
Atkinson in Southport until May 15th, a state of 
the art refurbished Cultural Centre that is 100% 
reduced mobility friendly.
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Twitter @derekculley
http://www.theatkinson.co.uk/events/derek-
culley-the-landing/

http://www.seditionart.com/derek-culley/
collection/brushes-odyssey

http://www.theatkinson.co.uk/2016/02/watch-
derek-culley-talk-about-what-inspires-him/

About Sedition
Sedition is the world’s 
leading online platform for 
artists to display and sell 
their art in digital format 
for connected screens 
and devices. Sedition 
offers everyone an easy, 
enjoyable and social way 
to experience art-collecting 
at affordable prices. The 
company was founded by Harry Blain, the owner 
of Blain|Southern. The mission of Sedition is to 
change the art world by introducing a marketplace 
for collecting and trading art in the digital age. 
                                                                    
How It Works
Art on Sedition is presented as digital limited 
editions that exist in the digital realm. Any 
purchased artworks can be experienced 
seamlessly across all of your devices including TVs, 
smartphones, tablets and computers. Works are 
either streamed online or offline using our free 
apps for iPad, iPhone, Android and Samsung Smart 
TV devices. 

Sedition presents an unparalleled selection of 
artists and artworks – starting from only £5 - with 
works by leading contemporary artists including 
Damien Hirst, Tracey Emin, Aaron Koblin, Yoko Ono 
and many others. With an abundance of tools at 
their disposal, members can share, gift and invite 
friends to join the Sedition community of artists, 
collectors, and curators. 

Learn more about Sedition on: http://www.
seditionart.com/how-it-works

www.seditionart.com
www.facebook.com/seditionart
www.twitter.com/seditionart
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I Stumble 

I stumble, I fall, I trip

Dance when I should standstill

Wear girders on my legs

Walk funny

Fall in holes no one else can see

Get so tired all the time

But why?

Because I carry three within me,

I carry Mr Charcot, Mr Marie and Mr Tooth

These three friends ride with me everywhere 

everyday

Continually posing me little tests as time progresses

Tempting with the jar I cannot open

The packets that won’t tear

Making my feet burn then freeze

Restless legs are company of an eve

These little tests are a challenge

But one I will pass

And never give in

I will carry these imposters with me to the day I die

But they won’t win just make me stronger

As we have each other for support

And with support we grow and beat our challenges.

David Crucefix, Marlborough

I Stumble 
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6 Top Tips For Medical Professionals 
Dealing With My Children

My personal relationship with the NHS has been 
lengthy and complicated.  Many years, many 
un-necessary diagnoses, many well-meaning 
professionals that never connected the dots.  When 
I was finally diagnosed with CMT eleven years ago 
it was just the start of a journey of realisation for 
me. Eleven years on I now have a diagnosis of the 
connective tissue disorder Ehlers Danlos Syndrome 
(EDS).  I have also become a mother to three 
fantastic children, one has a confirmed diagnosis 
of CMT and all have symptoms of EDS.  It means 
that they are all regularly accessing the health 
services and it has made me start to look at this 
with fresh eyes because I want their journeys to be 
a little less bumpy than mine. I had the privilege of 
being invited to my local Child Development Centre 
to talk to a group of professionals ranging from 
students and therapists to paediatric consultants. 
They wanted to know the good, the bad and the 
ugly of our time as a family accessing the services 
we use, to try and learn from our experiences in 
order to improve them in future.  The information 
I gave was geared towards children’s services but 
the principles also apply to medical professionals in 
adult services. 

I want to share with you a little of what I said to 
them....

#6 Don’t assume something isn’t there because 
you can’t see it or prove it
Sometimes getting a diagnosis of a condition like 
CMT is lengthy and as the symptoms present 
gradually over time there may not be a dramatic 
change from one day to another.  More falls, 
tripping over fresh air, dropping your pen, these 
creep up on you and are all things that are hard 
to quantify in a medical sense.  This is where the 
questions that you ask can be so important to gain 
an insight into a patient’s life.  

When my daughter was born it was obvious as 
she grew that something wasn’t right, she never 
bounced on my knee, she tried desperately to stand 
but her legs just buckled, when she finally walked 
she had a strange wide gait for support and she 
always fell.  Every doctor that we saw discounted 
what they saw saying ‘she is within normal limits’ or 
‘lots of children walk late’. It took a special doctor at 
a neuromuscular unit to look with fresh eyes to be 
able to see what we saw.  She was diagnosed with 
CMT 1a just before she was two.  

#5 We are all different 
In Charcot Marie Tooth as the muscles atrophy 
the feet typically take on a pes-cavus deformation 
with supination.  My daughters don’t.  When I 
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first went to the GP with concerns they definitely 
noted this and were less keen to refer her because 
she wasn’t ‘typical’ (at this point there was no EDS 
diagnosis in our family.). Her feet are completely 
flat with pronation, so bendy in fact that they often 
looked like they were on backwards when she was 
smaller and tried to stand.  She has a CMT diagnosis 
now but still has typically hypermobile feet (in 
some cases of CMT patients can have completely 
flat feet too but this is not commonplace).  I am 
hypermobile and have CMT and my feet have never 
been flat and pronated, nor have my mums who 
also has both conditions.  

It is important to understand that everyone is 
different and even two members of the same 
family will present differently and the having 
two conflicting conditions may alter their 
presentation. 

#4 We are already ‘rare’ don’t discount us having 
another condition
CMT is the most common inherited neuropathy but 
it is rare; often doctors think they have cracked it 
when you get a diagnosis but with more than one 
condition in our family, please don’t discount the 
fact that there could be other things going on.  I 
was 26 years old when I was diagnosed with CMT, I 
have always had symptoms to some extent, my feet 
have even shrunk two and a half shoe sizes due to 
the neuropathy and muscle wastage in my teens.  
After this diagnosis no one bothered looking 
anymore and the lack of understanding regarding 
the condition just left doctors saying, ‘Oh that must 
be down to your CMT’, even though my symptoms 
were obviously not related to it at all.  An EDS 
diagnosis actually came 10 years later.  

Remember that just because we may not have 
managed to get a name for some of our symptoms 
it doesn’t take away the fact that we live with those 
symptoms daily.  

#3 Pain is real 
Don’t judge what you can’t see.  It is even more 
important to appreciate this when dealing with 
children as describing pain can be tricky for them, 
it can even be hard for adults!  My daughter at four 
years old describes some of her pain as ‘normal 
hurt’ and some of her pain as ‘other hurt’ which 
only goes to show that she is accepting a level of 
pain as normal.  She often discounts this when 
answering questions about her pain either to me 
or other professionals.  Just because they are not 
moaning and groaning all the time doesn’t mean 
that the pain isn’t there. It means that they have 
learnt to be happy despite the pain that they live 
with every day. 

#2 Communicate
Communication is key.  It is really important 
that everyone involved in our children’s care 
communicates with each other.  The therapists, 
doctors, schools all need to communicate with each 
other and with us as parents.  I know this is tricky.  
Lots of busy people, thinking that there aren’t 
possibly enough hours in the day.  Then take into 
account all the different personalities and it gets 
trickier still, but please try hard because it makes 
such a difference for our children.

When communicating please be accurate.  The 
biggest problem is inaccurate clinic letters. I get it, 
as doctors you don’t see the children as often as the 
therapists, you don’t know them as well.  So you 
have to be much better at listening and recording 
accurate information in the first place.  

Also please communicate effectively with the child, 
take the time to talk to them and explain things to 
them at their level, it makes such a difference when 
they are involved in their own care.  

#1 Listen 
Remember that we wait a long time for 
appointments and we haven’t got the time or 
energy to repeat it all with another doctor.  So listen 
to what the patient or family want to gain from 
the consultation. Please don’t assume that you 
know the answer to a question that you have asked 
before you have heard that answer.  We are all 
different and will have different experiences even 
within the same conditions.  

Our most recent clinic appointment was with a 
paediatric consultant, what she did fantastically well 
was communicate and listen both with us as parents 
and with our son.  She spoke to him.  He left the 
consultation happy, understanding what was happening 
with his symptoms and why.  We made a plan together 
to make things better.  It makes us partners in our 
children’s care.  With them at the centre.  

Why do we fight so hard to work with the medical 
profession...?   Because prevention is better than 
cure and with no cure for CMT we have to work hard 
to manage what’s going on.   I often think about 
what would have changed for me if I was diagnosed 
at an earlier age. I wonder what drives me to make 
it different for my children.  Schooling, dislocations, 
deformity, pain management and career choice 
would have all improved. So if parents and medical 
professionals can work together to make this better 
for the next generation then it’s a job well done.  

Find me at mystripylife.blogspot.com, tweet me 
@mystripylife or follow me on facebook.com/
mystripylife
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Despite the cold of the winter, we’ve still been 
receiving lots of money raised by yourselves and 
income is well up on our budget!

Marathons and Runs 2016

We have purchased places this year, in 
addition to the ones we always have at 
Bournemouth and Edinburgh’s Marathon Festivals, 
in the Great North Run in Newcastle in September, 

Great South Run in Portsmouth in October, the 
Great Manchester Run in May, and the Great 
Edinburgh Run in April – time is getting short to get 
your place for that one!   We also have places at 
the British 10K London Run in July.  
We’ve just produced a new Running Guide for 
2016, so this will tell you everything you need to 
know.  Email me on karen@cmtuk.org.uk if you’d 
like some paper copies posting to you or you 
can go to http://cmt.org.uk/fundraising/run-a-
marathon/ to download a copy.

Fund Raising
UPDATE
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Wright Medical
We’re delighted to announce that we’ve been 
chosen as Wright Medical’s charity partner – for 
this year at least, and possibly for the foreseeable 
future.

So who are Wright Medical?  Well, if you’ve ever 
had any orthopaedic surgery, and have a foot full 
of staples, pins or nails (like me!), the chances are 
they were made and distributed by Wright Medical 
– which is why they chose us as a charity partner, 
since, as a population, CMT’ers probably use lots 
of their products!  What is especially exciting for 
us is that they can also help with raising awareness 
of CMT and our organisation with every foot/ankle 
surgeon in the UK – nearly as useful as any funds 
they may raise!

I visited their offices in Letchworth in February and 
met the team who will be involved in organising 
their charity work!  Watch this space for how they 
do!

RBS Bristol Office
And we’ve also been chosen as Charity of the Year 
of the Bristol office of RBS, so that’s good news 
too.  Thank you to the member of staff with CMT 
who has nominated for three years running – 
we’ve finally been chosen!  

If your company 
has a “Charity of 
the Year” Scheme 
– PLEASE 
PLEASE 
nominate us!  
We are finally 
in a place 
where we can 
actually partner 
successfully with 
companies, and 
raise, we hope, 
lots of lovely lolly!

Fundraisers of particular note:

Mike Berrisford, who cycled across Death Valley 
in November says “Hope my efforts have helped 
the cause, happy to help again if I can ......... just 
maybe not on a bike in the near future ” – Mikey

His total runs at £3608, plus £748 in Gift Aid – an 
amazing effort.  

Andy Stevenson managed the very hilly Bath and 

Bristol Marathon in October and raised just over 
£1,100 – he managed that amazing achievement in 
just over 4 hours.  Wonderful effort!
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And John Barton, our Co-ordinator for London 
is walking the London Marathon in April – he’s 
managed to get a place through the Parkinson’s 
Disease Society – as he has PD as well as CMT, and 
is sharing the proceeds.  We’ve already received 
over £1200, and there’s still more than a month to 
go!  Thanks, John – you’re amazing!
To sponsor John, go to 
http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/john-barton

Legacies
We have recently joined Remember a Charity, a 
charity administered by the Institute of Fundraising 
in order to provide you with better support if you 
should ever require any information about leaving 
us a legacy.

They have lots of very good, detailed, impartial 
advice for writing wills on their website, and they 
also include a list of solicitors, if you need help 
finding one in your area.  Go to 
http://www.rememberacharity.org.uk/making-a-
will/ for lots useful information.

Remember, leaving a legacy in your will to CMT 
United Kingdom allows us to continue our struggle 
to find a solution to CMT in the future.

Justgiving Campaigns

If you are thinking of raising some funds, and 
would specifically like it to go towards Research, 
you could check out our “Beating CMT” Campaign 
page – all pages created through this page go 
towards the massive target of £100,000 that has 
been set for raising funds for Research!  We’ve got 
to 1% of the target so far…!

Just go to http://campaign.justgiving.com/charity/
cmt/beat-cmt to read the story and join the battle!
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This conference has been organised in partnership 
with Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group, 
Gloucestershire County Council, Gloucestershire 
Voices, Active Gloucestershire and 2gether NHS 
Foundation Trust and is a follow-up to the one held 
in May 2015. We will be checking on progress that 
has been made and to discuss what we think is 
important over the coming years. Individuals will 
be invited to have their say about health services 
and the changes they want to see. We plan to have 
volunteers from Gloucestershire University and 
Hartpury sports students working with stewards 
from Gloucestershire Voices Quality Checkers, 
walking around with an easy read questionnaire 
asking people questions which will help us focus on 
healthy lifestyle issues and concerns as well as what 
is working well. 

We expect the event to be even bigger as we 
are also launching the Special Olympics and are 
expecting over 1000 people to attend. As the event 
is going to be larger we are moving location, due to 
health and safety and access issues, to:-
Oxstalls Sports Park, Plock Court, Tewkesbury 
Road, Gloucester GL2 9DW. The Governing body 
has awarded us accreditation to become Special 
Olympics Gloucestershire. 

We are again planning to invite 81 GP surgeries in 
Gloucestershire to attend their GP Refresher Update 
Training re learning disabilities on ‘annual health 
checks, health action planning and presentations 
designed to support GP’s to deliver on the DES 
and increase their awareness of specialist Learning 
Disability Services that they can access.’ This will 
give them all a chance to also visit stands from the 
many organisations providing support, advice and 
activities for people with a learning disability and 
profound and multiple learning disability. We are 
also planning to Podcast the training to make it 
available for GP’s who are unable to attend. This will 
be accessed through G-Care Gloucestershire and 

Learning Disability 8th Big Health Check & Social Care Open 
Day and Launch of the Special Olympics  25th May 2016
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GGPET (GP teaching webpage). 

The theme will be “Keeping Healthy and Active, 
meeting friends and having fun”, with the aim 
of inviting people with a learning disability and 
a profound and multiple learning disability, their 
support workers and carers. We have also organized 
interactive workshops on assistive technology 
(equipment that promotes independent living) and 
GDance (inclusive and diverse dance group). This 
will give people more time to view the stalls with 
representatives from statutory, voluntary and private 
organisations in Gloucestershire. This includes 
2gether NHS Trust learning disabilities,  Health 
Facilitation Information, advice and resources, 
Speech and Language Therapy (advice on safe 
eating/drinking: what is dysphagia, the signs, diet/
fluid modification, feeding strategies), Fire Service 
Skills Zone, Police Info stall, St John Ambulance, 
CMT United Kingdom, Diabetes Gloucestershire 
Group, Gloucestershire Voices, Gloucestershire 
County Council Employment, Housing, enablement 
teams and Community Inclusion stands, Mencap, 
Kingfisher Treasure Seekers creative Art and Craft 
workshops, Gloucester College, Slimming World, 
Therapy Dogs, Carers Gloucestershire, Healthwatch, 
Community Learning Disability Team  Nurses ‘Health 
Booth’ and stands offering voluntary opportunities. 
Sporting have a go activates will include adapted 
tennis, Boccia, golf, snooker, sailing for the disabled 
and bowls.

The outside tennis courts will include the adapted 
bikes and trikes, adapted athletics, adapted 
badminton, football and cricket. We also plan to 
have exhibitors in the main car park or field adjacent 
to the outside tennis courts to include Shrubditch 
Care farm animals, Barnwood Trust campervan and 
marquee, Green Square Housing Group, and Mr. 
Whippy ice cream van. These will be confirmed in 
February 2016. 

In the car park we will have the Great Western 
Ambulance service mobile response unit, Fire 
Service, Stagecoach with the Lift Training and 

Independent Travel Trainers, Mobiloo (accessible 
changing, hoist and toilet facility), the 1956 Big Red 
Double Decker Bus, Sailing for the disabled and the 
Clinical Commissioning Group Information Bus. 
Please have a look at last year’s 7th Big Health and 
Social Care day 15-minute summary highlights at: 
https://youtu.be/2TITuuOXr2k  

It’s going to be a really exciting warm sunny day 
(hopefully) with lots of different activities to try out, 
information and resources to take away and where 
to go in our county to try out these activities!

Hampshire Group March 2016

Hello from Hampshire!  I am pleased to report that 
our group continues to grow  but of course we would 
always welcome anyone who wished to join us, you 
will find us a friendly group always pleased to hear of 
others experiences. 

Twenty of us enjoyed our Christmas lunch, as can be 
seen in the above photograph, and we were pleased to 
welcome our Hampshire Neuromuscular Coordinator. 
We are looking forward to the talk, on Saturday March 
12, by a Psychologist who is part of the Solent Health 
Neuro Rehabilitation team. We hope to see many of 
our friends at the AGM. 

We shall be having a summer outing, but have yet to 
decide what, and our usual picnic.  If you are in our 
area and would like to come along or would just like 
some information please feel free to contact me on: 
Telephone – 0845 872 9514 or Email – 
terry@cmtuk.org.uk .
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Fundraising Concert!
If you live in the Westgate-on-Sea area and are free on the afternoon of Saturday May 21st then why not 
head along to St. Saviour’s Church? The church, on the corner of St. Mildred’s Road and Westgate Bay 
Avenue, is hosting a concert in aid of CMT UK and church repairs.

The concert features the Beltinge Ladies Choir under their able conductor Denise Float ALCM. There will 
also be solo performances. Information about the choir can be found on their website - https://sites.
google.com/site/beltingechoir/home. Refreshments will be provided and payment is £5 per person payable 
at the door for adults, £3 for teenagers and children. Places can be reserved by telephoning 01843 0833876 
or 01843 0833314. Donations are also welcomed and can be left in a container at the back of the church.

CMT’er Thelma Franks is publicising the concert and hopes to make contact with other affected people 
in the area. Eighty six year old Thelma suffers with X-Linked CMT and has found that walking is becoming 
more difficult, as is the use of her hands. She is plagued with pins & needles and avoids falling at all costs 
as she cannot get back up without help. Thelma is thankful that she can still use her computer, and she has 
put this to good use organising the concert!

Like many of us, Thelma had no idea about CMT, or the fact that she suffered with it. She started to fall 
regularly in her thirties, and suffered with aching legs. Her diagnosis came when she was fifty seven. She 
decided to seek help after watching a TV programme about muscular dystrophy and how it was passed on. 
Her neurologist advised her that whenever her body told her to rest then she should rest, advice she is very 
thankful for!  Thelma says that resting, thus stopping her brain from giving out any signals to her legs and 
arms for some 20 minutes has really helped. She also makes the point that she is resting more now with 
the progression of the disease.

The uncertain nature of CMT means that some of Thelma’s family have been impacted whilst some are 
clear. Her older brother Gordon had extreme muscle wastage by the time he died at eighty-six. Gordon and 
his wife Eleanor had two children, and their son is clear of CMT and cannot pass it on. The same applies to 
Thelma’s younger brother Trevor, whose son Philip is clear. Unfortunately, the daughters of both marriages 
have inherited CMT. Thelma’s granddaughter Lily is thankfully showing no signs of CMT. Her elder brother’s 
two grandsons have inherited CMT and have undergone surgery to combat the effects. 

So get the date in your diary, and even if you can’t attend you could donate to CMT UK!
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the SIMPLE 
SOLUTION

for dropfoot

SAFO®

www.dorset-ortho.com  / 01425 481794 
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GROUP CONTACTS
Bristol & Somerset  
to be confirmed
                
Cornwall   
Annette Lee-Julian  
0845 872 9528
annette.lj@cmtuk.org.uk

Central London Group,   
John Barton     
0845 013 2704     
 john.barton@cmtuk.org.uk

Essex Group       
Sara Durose        
0845 013 2706    
sarah@cmtuk.org.uk

Hampshire Area   
Terry Dean 
0845 872 9514                   
 terry@cmtuk.org.uk

Hereford & Worcester
Charlotte Blake-O’Brien
0845 013 2707
charlotte@cmtuk.org.uk

Kent Group  
Position Vacant

Kirklees & Calderdale 
Richard Bromley 
0845 872 8953  
richard.bromley@cmtuk.org.uk

North East Group  
Darren Scorer 
0845 872 9507 
darren@cmtuk.org.uk

North Shropshire Group
Alan Barker
0845 872 9516
alan.barker@cmtuk.org.uk

North West Group  
Karin Rodgers 
0845 241 2544                   
karin.rodgers@cmtuk.org.uk

North Yorkshire & 
Lancashire Border CMTers   
Sam Lewis  
0845 872 9524 
sam@cmtuk.org.uk

Scottish Network
Jeeta Ouston 
0845 872 9503                   
 jeeta@cmtuk.org.uk

Suffolk Group
Norman Hume
0845 013 2709
norman@cmtuk.org.uk

Wales    
Sara Flay
0845 013 2708
wales@cmtuk.org.uk

Wessex Group  
Annette Masser 
0845 872 9515                    
annette@cmtuk.org.uk

West Midlands
Warwickshire  
Lisa Welsh  
0845 241 2545  
lisa@cmtuk.org.uk

Yorkshire  
to be confirmed

CONTACTCMTUnitedKingdom
Registered charity no: 1112370

DIRECTORS

Chair  Richard Ouston 
richard@cmtuk.org.uk  0845 872 9503     

Vice Chair  Karin Rodgers 
karin@cmtuk.org.uk  0845 241 2544 

Treasurer  Alex Williamson 
alex@cmtuk.org.uk  0845 872 9500

 Jeeta Ouston 
jeeta@cmt.org.uk  0845 872 9503

Rick Toole   
rick@cmtuk.org.uk   0845 872 8956   

Anton James 
anton@cmtuk.org.uk 0845 013 2710

Peter Kraushaar 
pete@cmtuk.org.uk  0845 872 8958

Kevin Saunders
kevin@cmtuk.org.uk

Lisa Welsh
lisa@cmtuk.org.uk  0845 241 2545  

Volunteers
Andrew Sharpe (Editor)
andrew@cmtuk.org.uk

Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) is an hereditary (genetic) condition 
that damages the peripheral nerves. These nerves are respon-
sible for passing on commands from the brain to the muscles 
in the arms and legs, and for passing information back to the 
brain about sensation – pain, heat, cold and touch.
It causes the muscles in the legs and arms to waste, which 
can cause problems with walking, standing and balance. Hand 
function and strength are also affected. CMT is not curable and 
slowly worsens over time.
To find out more about the condition visit www.cmt.org.uk
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